Numeracy
Counting, Partitioning, and
Calculating

Design Technology
MECHANISMS
FOCUS

Securing Number Facts,
Understanding shape

To be delivered by
Techniquest,
Wrexham and followed
up in school.
Dancing Birds
challenge workshop.

Calculating, Measuring and
Understanding Shape
Securing Number Facts,
Relationships and Calculating
Handling Data and Measures
Problem solving.
Using numbers up to, and beyond,
100.

P.E.
Games and
Apparatus.

No specific focus this half term

Linked to English-2 Create a Story

Geography/History
No specific focus this
term. Things will be
discussed as they arise.

Year 2
Spring Term
‘It Moves’

Some elements to
be delivered by
Miss Lee

Music
Delivered weekly by
Miss Sequira

P.S.H.E
Science
Physical Processes-Forces
To know that forces make things
start moving, stop moving, speed up,
slow down and change
direction.
Pushes and pulls are forces.
Wind and water exert a force.
Bringing in bikes, scooters and
skateboards from home.
Visit to Techniquest, Wrexham

News writing and writing from personal
experience
Unit 2-Non-Fiction Explanation writing
Linked to wheels and bikes in Science

Computing
Learning Platform
Linked to Maths-2 Count and 2Graph

Literacy

Art

Personal safety-road safety on trips
and
New Year / New Start.
Family roles / responsibilities.
Introduce the difference between
wants and needs by discussing
Christmas issues about gifts / food.

Unit 2-Narrative – Moving Theme
Traditional Stories
Mrs Armitage on Wheels
Letters and Sounds
Revise long vowel phonemes (ai, ee, igh,
oa , ew)
Time words, nouns and pronouns,
adjectives, adverbs, words to use instead
of said, compound words.
Handwriting and letter formation
linked to Letters and Sounds

Religious Education
New year and new responsibilities.
How should we relate to others and the natural world? (values
and commitments)
Responsibilities to each other and the world we live in (being a
good person, environmental responsibilities). Explore what is
special about our world.

Me and My Family. Families around the
World

Sikhism. The 5Ks. Introduce the Gurus. Compare Christian and
Sikh places of worship.

Diversity – Use ‘Children Just Like Me’
book (Dorling Kindersley). Make
comparisons, record similarities and
differences.

Explore Sikh communities.
Identify important symbols and beliefs for Sikhs- Gurus etc.
Explore what is special about us. What is special about being a
Christian. Use bible stories and parables.

Numeracy
Counting, Partitioning, and
Calculating
Securing Number Facts,
Understanding shape
Calculating, Measuring and
Understanding Shape
Securing Number Facts,
Relationships and Calculating
Handling Data and Measures
Problem solving.
Using numbers up to, and beyond,
100.

Art
COLLAGE AND MIXED MEDIA
FOCUS
SKILLS FOCUS-To develop an
understanding of space using backgrounds
with overlapping objects, collaged on top.
Key Vocab-background, foreground
Art work linked to Coll.
Landscape artists.

P.E.
Apparatus and
Dance.

Literacy
Design Technology
No specific focus this term

Earth and Space

Unit 3 Non-Fiction writing
Information Texts
Writing about the Island of Coll

Music
Delivered weekly by
Miss Sequira
P.S.H.E

Year 2
Spring Term
Coll

Some elements to
be delivered by
Miss Lee

Personal safety-road safety on
trips, electricity safety.
Respecting and valuing other
people.
Respecting and valuing other
things.
Needs and wants
Diversity – Make comparisons,
record similarities and
differences.

Science
Physical Processes-Electricity
What uses electricity around the
home?
How is electricity dangerous?
How does electricity travel?
Why won’t electricity work if the
circuit is broken?
Does the size/design of circuit
components make a difference to
how the circuit works?
Can you make a circuit with more
than one bulb?
With a buzzer?
With a switch to switch off one
bulb?
What can electricity travel through?

News writing and writing from personal
experience

Unit 3 Narrative
Different Stories by the same author
Tracey Corderoy
Letters and Sounds
Revise Phase 5 phonemes
au, aw, ou, oy, ir, ey, mb, tch, dge, ture.
Suffixes
-y, -ful, -er, -est, plurals (-s, -ies, -es)

Handwriting and letter formation
linked to Letters and Sounds
World Book Day – March

Fairtrade Day

Geography
Computing
Learning Platform
Linked to Maths
Coding

History
No specific focus this term.

To find out about a locality with contrasting
physical and /or human features either in the
UK or overseas.
Linked to Coll
Finding out about the environment of Coll,
drawing maps
Study at a local scale. Comparing Coll with the
local environment.
Maps, keys and symbols.
Aerial photos.

Religious Education
How do people make sense of life and death? (meaning, purpose
and truth)
Have you lost anything? (Dogger/ This is the Bear/Badger’s
Parting Gifts/ I’ll always Love You)
Easter, Jesus on cross. How do we celebrate Death? Compare to
Sikhism
Easter Story. Easter Visit St. Georges Church for Easter
service.

